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“Success means having the courage, the determination and the 

will to become the person you believe you were meant to be. 

There is no secret to success. It is a result of preparation, hard 

work and learning from failure.” 

         -Colin Powell 

   

My heartfelt welcome to one and all. I would like to thank you all 

for responding to our invitation and gracing this occasion. 

On behalf of the management, staff and students of the DMI St. 

Joseph Global school, Agarakattu. I cordially welcome our chief guest 

Dr. Michal Maria Dhas Ph.D., Principal JP College of Arts & 

Science. Parental Guest Mrs. A. Augustina B.A.,B.L.,  Advocate, 

Tenkasi. 

I have a great pleasure in presenting to you the Annual Report. 

This year has been a very eventful one for us. We have made great 

efforts to transform ourselves completely into the CCE (Continuous and 

Comprehensive Evaluation) format and have been extremely successful 

in most of our endeavors. Apart from preparing the children to qualify 

for purely academic demands, special efforts are being made 

continuously to enable them to face the challenges of the competitive 

world.  

Our Founder Chairman Rev. Fr. Dr. J.E. Arul raj, Rev. Sr. C. 

Lalitha, the superior General, Rev. Sr. GnanaSelvam DMI the managing 

Trustee, DFT group of Institutions Rev. Sr. A. Mary Jehani, the 

Secretary Rev. Sr. Santhiya – Southern provincial, Rev. Sr. 

LeethaRoseline the correspondent, DFT Group of Schools and all the 



beloved sisters, principals, and brothers from our group of institutions.  

The Blessings and support of everyone from this is the core reason for 

the successful functioning of our institution. 

I also welcome the other invited dignitaries and I wish to put on 

record, my sincere gratitude to the management, Staff and Students for 

your kind support and guidance. 

  The plenary of 2021 -2022 (Covid- 19) was a pandemic year 

which forced educators to transform their lessons to online version in 

short span of time. Our teachers had to change to online teaching 

requiring them to use various digital tools and resources and 

implement new approaches to teaching and learning. I am grateful to 

have such wonderful team of teachers. They Stood up and made the 

pandemic into a successful and fruitful academic year. 

‘Who you are tomorrow begins with what you do today. 

Passion is the spark that illuminates your path to success and 

creates master pieces along the way. True stars rise to the top not 

by chance but through purpose and passion.’ 

  This statement holds for our DFT group of Institutions. 

In our DFT Group we have totally 26 schools and our school is one 

among our group of institution. 

 Ever since its baseline in 2016, our school had a humble 

beginning with only 32 children and the strength has increased swiftly. 

Now we have 181 students, 14 qualified and dedicated Teachers,3 non-

teaching staffs, and 16 supportive staff. 

With great pleasure I present in a nutshell the highlights of the 

past academic year 2021- 2022 in the form of video. 

GOOD EVENING EVERYONE 

 



Its my immense pleasure to present Annual Report of our School. 

                    Let me invite our school SPL Ramya and ASPL Bala 
Rithika to deliver the rest of the report. 

                            Good evening to all I Am Ramya SPL DMI. St Joseph 
global school, Agarakattu it’s my pleasure to share the annual report of 

our school. 

                     Hi everyone, I am Ramya, I am very honored to 

present the annual report of our school. 

 

VISION: 

“Vision without action is daydream. Action without vision is 

nightmare” 

Our vision is “FULLY HUMAN AND FULLY ALIVE”. 

SCHOOL STRENTH: 
 

“Strength is a matter of a made up mind”. 
 
With the blessings’ of our Heavenly Father we have 181 students 

for this academic year. 

 

STAFF: 

 Our school has 14 dedicated teachers, 3non teaching and 16 

supporting staff. 

 

ACADEMICS: 

 

“Education is the mother of leadership “. 
 

 As you all know our school promotes the competitive sprit and 

brings out the talents of the Students, they are encouraged to 

participate in various activities. Our School has many Students who not 

only excel in academics but also very good in all activities. 



 

The key highlights of academics are: 

 Everyday students are learning a new vocabulary and Spoken 

sentences in the Morning Assembly. 

 We are conducting spell bee programme for every month to make 

the students familiar with words and spellings. 

 We introduced film shows like fun education movie where children 

learn the importance of life which cannot be taught through the 

books. 

 Remedial classes are going on everyday for the students who are 

poor in reading and calligraphy. 

 An effective Spoken Hindi is also taught by our Hindi teacher in 

the Morning Prayer. 

 Abacus training was also given to make them brilliant in Maths 

PROFESSIONAL ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME: 

 “Continuous Personal and Professional 

development is your key toSuccessful Future”. 
 

 

 We believe in equipping teachers to prepare the Students for the 

future and to update their knowledge. So the school arranges a Teacher 

orientation programs and Training programs every year in 2021- 22 it 

was in virtual directed by CBSE and other agencies. 

 

 Regular Staff meetings are conducted to evaluate our quality of 

performance and plan for the future with more innovative methods of 

teaching and learning programs. 

 

 

 On 7th July, we had a technical training for our teachers, and the 

resource person was Ms. Muthukarthika the Asst. Professor in 

MSPVL Polytechnic College. 



 On 21st August, DFT Southern Schools has organized seminar for 

Principal, Campus Superior and Technical team Staff on the usage 

of technology.  

 Principal, Campus Superior, Asst.Campus Superior and the 

Teachers attended webinar on “Favorite Teacher” by Mr. Prabhu 

Elanthiraiyan on 23rd September. 

 The administrative team and Staff attended Training Program on 

“Innovative tools for online class” by resource person Mrs. 

Ramalakshmi on 24th September. 

 On 24thSeptember, Principal, Campus Superior and Asst. Campus 

Superior and Teachers attended the webinar on “Challenges for 

Teachers to give a quality Education during Pandemic” by Rev.Fr. 

Sagaya Raj OFM. 

 On 21stOctober,we had mentoring session on “Bringing Back 

Children to School Vibe” for teachers by the resource person Dr. 

Manikandan H.O.D Mech. Dept. JP College of Engineering. 

 We had an orientation program on “Safety Measures regarding 

Covid- 19” for Teaching and Non Teaching by the resource person 

Mr. Thangapandi, Health Inspector, Tenkasi Block on 25th 

October. 

 On 23rd November, ‘Dengue Awareness program’ was conducted 

for the Staff and Students by the resource person Mr. B. Karthik, 

Health Inspector, Government Primary Health Centre (GPHC) 

Tenkasi Block. 

 On 8th December, Mrs. B. Shoba our Computer Staff attended 

training conducted by Dr.D.Doreen Robin M.E., Ph.D., Founder 

and Director Computational Intelligence Research Foundation 

(CIRF) Chennai. 

 On 11th December, DFT had organized awareness program for all 

the Staff conducted by Tata Edge on “Cyber Security Awareness 

Program”. 



 We had Motivation Session on the topic of “Self Belief Session”for 

our Staff, by the resource person Mrs. Shanthi Bala, the Principal 

of Peace Garden Matriculation Hr.Sec.School, Elagiri Hills on 22nd 

January. 

 On 29th March we had motivational session for all the Teaching 

Staff on the topic of “Ten commandments to attain successful life” 

by the resource person Mr. Manoharan Samuel the Sports adviser 

and PRO of JP Group of Institutions. Through this session our 

teachers got benefited. 

 

STUDENT’S ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME: 

 

“Always remember your focus determines your reality” 

 
The Enrichment program enables Students to realize their 

potential in a variety of settings beyond the classroom. Students 

develop a sense of self awareness and an understanding of school 

and community needs and opportunities. 

 On 18th September we have conducted Seminar on the topic of 

“Effective Speaking” presented by our Teacher Mrs. Michael 

Antony. 

 On 7th August we conducted webinar on “Parts of Speech in day 

to day life”. 

 On 22nd October we conducted seminar on “Advantages and 

Disadvantages of playing Mobile Games” by our teacher Mrs. 

Shoba. 

 On 21st February a seminar was conducted by Mrs. Arockia Mary 

on the topic of “Environmental Safeguard”.  

PARENT’S CONFERENCE: 

During this Covid Period, to awaken the Parents We had a 

programme on “Safety Measures” on 26th October conducted by our 

Principal Mrs. U. Jothi. 



 

CLUB ACTIVITIES: 

The club is not only to encourage the students to explore and 

express through events but also learn to modulate their effective 

thinking on their feet with spontaneity 

We have organized many clubs such as Tamil Club, English Club, 

Maths Club, Eco Club, Hindi Club and IT Club and so on. 

KG – CELEBRATIONS AND ACTIVITIES: 

“Children are the hands by which we take hold of heaven“ 

 It is an important milestone in the life of our young Kindergartens 

to showcase their innate talents and develop public speaking skills,To 

imbibe cultural and moral values through their performances.These 

programs showcased the innate talent of our Students and was a 

perfect platform to improve their cognitive skills. The activities are…… 

Straw pickup, Finger Print, Art and craft, Pencil waste, Coin art, 

Paper Octopus, Fork Painting, Paper art, Ink blowing, Salad 

making (Fruits & Vegetables), Shell art Tape roll bicycle, Hand 

print tree, Flower clay art, Glittering day, Paper art work- 

parachute making, Wall hanging, Dry leaves collage, Finger print 

flowers making, Flower making with paint, Leaf and spray art, 

Paper craft making butterfly Activity. 

 

NO BAG DAY ACTIVITIES: 

“To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being wrong”. 

 

The Day will now be dedicated for Activities related to happiness 

therapy literature and culture, Sports, Personality development, Moral 

values, Tips to stay healthy, etc., 

 



  Coconut Shell Painting,Story completion, Paper - Cup,Flower 

Pot, Paper Crumpling Motor, Bag Making, Sweet Making &Juice 

preparation, Paper Doll, Cloth folding, Rainbow colouring, Hand 

Washing Method, Yoga, hanging words, Coloring, Palm Printing with 

Color Identity, Parts of the body in Hindi, Jellyfish, ‘Thirukarthigai’ 

(lighting the Lamp), Fish out of coconut leaf, Cake making, Butterfly 

making, Doll out of Vegetable, Santa Claus & Christmas Tree 

making , Cap Making and Greeting Card making, Salt painting, 

Sand clock, Cupboard Arrangement, Pencil waste art, Collage work, 

Plantation, Cooking, Making lock with Soap, Vegetable Carving, 

Train making by using match box, Floor mat, Aeroplane activity, 

Vegetable carving,making wall hanging using colour papers, Photo 

frame making, Paper decoration hangings, Car making with match 

sticks, Seedling & Sapling Activity. 

 

CO – CURRICULAR &EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 

  Co curricular Activities improve the learning experiences of 

Students, help them identify and develop their inner talents like 

Creative and Public Speaking Skill and Leadership Quality, Etc., 

We Conduct ECA classes on every Friday to acknowledge and 

carve out student’s interests in different work stations .We have yoga, 

Bharatham, Instrumental music, Taekwondo, chess, Silambamand 

skating. 

SPORTS ACTIVITY: 

 We have conducted online Sports like Jumping, Skipping, Pushups 

etc., on 29th January. 
 Indoor & Outdoor games are conducted for KG Students Monthly 

twice. 



 We are doing sports activities like yoga, free hands exercise, Minor 

and Major games periodically. 

 

CELEBRATIONS: 

 

Promoting the harmony across all communities, special 

assemblies are conducted on a regular basis where all the festivals 

irrespective of the religion and following are fondly celebrated. 

 

Kamarajar’s birthday, Independence Day, Onam Celebrations, 

Krishna Jayanthi, Teachers day,Diwali Celebrations, Sports day, 

Children’s day, Christmas day, Pongal Celebrations, Republic day, 

Women’s day etc… 

AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS: 

“Victory is always possible for the person who refuses to 

stop fighting” 

  Leadership is not about a tiltle or designation. It’s about 

impact, Influence, and Inspiration. Impact involves getting results, 

influence is about spreading the passion you have for your work and 

you have to inspire the Society. 

 Discovery Channel and BYJU’S learning App Jointly conducted 

online Quiz Programme40 Students Participated and they 

honoured our school and our students with certificates and 

momento. 

  We have conducted Independenceday Competitions like Fancy 

dress, Collage work, Cap making, Salad making and Bouquet 

making with tri colors etc., through online on 11th August.  

 On account of Diwali various activities were conducted for the 

Students. Lamp Lightning, Lamp decoration, flower decoration, 

sweet making with flameless, and crackers making. 



 On 07th October Expo - 2021 was conducted at School level for all 

the classes. Three of our Students were selected for the next level. 

 On 16th October the Inter - School Science Expo was organized by 

our DFT Southern Schools for the classes from VI to XII. From our 

school 3 students were actively participated in the expo by 

presenting their project Miss. Ramya VII STD has got II prize. 

 Master Arun Rakshan won 1st prize on “OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP” 

State level Yoga competition at Trichy Vallanadu. 

 Our student Hari karthick of VII Std won 1st Prize in state level 

Silambam competition conducted by World Traditional 

Silambattam Federation at Chennai. 

 In our School many Students were participated in various 

competitions like Fancy Dress, Yoga, Drawing, Classical Dance 

and Speech and also they got many prizes and certificates 

conducted by PAGADA ACADEMY in Kovilpatti. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES: 

 We are happy to say that our school iscompletely equipped with all 

the necessary infrastructure facilities with aerated classrooms, a 

modern science laboratory and an upgraded computer lab. 

MEDICAL CAMP: 

Polio awareness was given by our Primary health centre, Ilathur 

on 1st March. Polio drops were given for the KG Children. 

 

SOCIAL EVENTS: 

 As the outbreak of Covid is slightly hitting us again, our students 

did awareness programs in public areass like 

Agarakattu,Ayikudi,Sambavar vadakarai and Surandai in order to 

show our concern in the well being of our surroundings. 



 

VISIT AND INSPECTION: 

 Our Founder Father visited our school and discussed regarding 

building construction on July 1. 

 Fire Inspector made visit to our school regarding Fire and Safety 

on 2nd July. 

 On 18th September JD from Town and Country office, Tenkasi 

inspected our School building.  

 On 18th October Rev. Sr. S. Lalitha DMI the Superior General of 

DMI and Rev. Sr. S. Xavier Selvi the Academic Counselor visited 

our school and shared their valuable suggestions to teachers. 

 On 3rd November A.E.O from Sengottai Block inspected our 

School's S.O.P and verified all the required registers and interacted 

with the students. 

 On 15th November Rev. Sr. M.K.Teresa DMI the DFT Core 

Committee member and the Correspondent for DFT Colleges 

visited our School and shared thoughtful messages to Staff and 

Students. 

 On 7th December Health Inspector inspected our School regarding 

Sanitation. 

 A team of Panjayat Engineer, Deputy Thasildhar and BEO 

inspected our School building on 23rd December. 

 On 12th February our Founder Father along with Superior General, 

Chennai and Southern Provincials and all the DFT higher 

authorities visited our school. Father mainly asked to make 

building constructions immediately. 

 DEO of Tenkasi (Mrs.Sangeetha) made a visit to our School and 

verified the documents. 

 On 22nd March Mr. Kabir the CEO of Tenkasi dist inspected our 

School and verified the documents. 



 On 15th March Rev. Sr. Roseline our Correspondent of DFT 

Southern Schools visited our School's whole campus and 

construction area and verified the Registers.  

Let me continue the report with Future focus of our School 

FUTURE FOCUS: 

• We are about to get the senior secondary affiliation from the CBSE 

board in near future. 

• Full English communication in the campus is going to be 

implemented in order to improve the language strength of 

students. 

• Students are made to appear in many competitions across the 

state and country which would highly help in the improvement of 

the exposure. 

•  Technology based modern teaching techniques are updated 

whenever new patterns gets introduced in the educational field. 

• By providing real time Assignments regarding issues on public will 

keep them more connected with the society. 

• We are planning to install Sign Boards, Hall of Fame, Incumbency 

Board etc.,  

• Importance is to be given in teaching Major Games or Sports to 

our students to make them play in zonal, District, State and 

Nationals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CONCLUSION: 

 

“Faith is not jumping to conclusions, it is concluding to jump”, 

  All the good work of the school has been possible with the 

cooperation of our highly qualified and dedicated faculty. Our thanks 

to the management committee of our school for their able guidance 

and encouragement. We encourage a child to observe, to explore, to 

experiment, to pride, to analyze, to confront problems & find the 

solutions. Finally to develop the skills which are essential to face the 

future. 

  I would like to conclude with our sincere thanks to all the 

parents and each one of you, our well wishers who lent a supportive 

hand over the years in all our endeavors to produce a confident, 

educated and capable batch of studentsevery year. Thus shaping the 

future of your children who are the destiny of this country. I hope you 

enjoy the cultural programme, presented by our students and your 

evening with us is a pleasurable one. 

 

 Standing by our vision we would continue to ‘keep reaching for the 

Stars’. 

 

 


